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After an especially sweltering 
day, the ocean sparkled and 

twinkled so invitingly . . . that 
instead of slipping beneath the 
horizon, the sun plunged into 

the ocean itself. 

Luna and Poppa’s yearly vacation on 

Summer Island goes suddenly dark 

when the sun sinks into the sea and 

loses its fire! To bring back daylight, 

they must plan creatively both on the 

beach and at sea, and they’ll need help 

from the local  dolphins, monkeys, 

birds, and more. Returning the sun 

to its rightful place will be difficult 

enough—but then how are they going 

to set it ablaze again? 

With the power of teamwork and    

imaginative thinking, Luna, Poppa, and 

friends rise to the challenge of fixing 

the sky once more and–literally–save 

the day.
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Em ma Pear l  was excited to 

continue Luna and Poppa’s adventures 

from Mending the Moon (Page Street 

Kids) and thought it only logical the 

pair would save the sun next. Emma 

has traveled to over fifty different 

countries, including many beautiful 

tropical islands like the one in this 

story. She lives in New Zealand with 

her family and their one-eyed cat, 

Penelope. 

Sa ra  U g o lot t i  is a         

freelance illustrator of many children’s 

books, including Mending the Moon 

(Page Street Kids). When she’s not 

working, she also enjoys photography,   

travel, and cooking. Sara lives in  

Reggio Emilia, Italy, with her partner 

and their French bulldog, Murphy.

The sky looked all wrong.

And the sun had nearly lost its fire.

Luna ran to Poppa.

“The sun has fallen into the sea!” she cried.  

“We must help!”

written by Emma Pearl  

illustrated by Sara Ugolotti

ACTIVITY GUIDEACTIVITY GUIDE
When the sun sinks and loses its fire, Luna and Poppa’s yearly vacation on Summer Island 
suddenly goes dark. Luna knows the sun needs their help—the sky looks all wrong, and it’s 
neither day nor night! But it’s a big job to do all on their own. To bring back daylight, they 
must think of creative solutions, seeking help from the local dolphins, monkeys, birds, and 
more. With the power of teamwork and imagination, can they find a way to return the sun to 
its rightful place, and set it ablaze once more?

This imaginative tale will enchant readers as Luna, Poppa, and their new 

friends of the sea, beach, and air rise to the challenge of fixing the sky once 

more and—literally—save the day.

Emma Pearl was excited to continue Luna and Poppa’s adventures from Mending 
the Moon (Page Street Kids) and thought it only logical the pair would save the sun next. 
Emma has traveled to over fifty different countries, including many beautiful tropical 
islands like the one in this story. She lives in New Zealand with her family and their one-
eyed cat, Penelope.

Sara Ugolotti  is a freelance illustrator of many children’s books, including Mending 
the Moon (Page Street Kids). When she’s not working, she also enjoys photography,   
travel, and cooking. Sara lives in  Reggio Emilia, Italy, with her partner and their French 
bulldog, Murphy.
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Luna and poppa built a lasso out of palm fronds – now trace  
the lines to help them secure the sun.

HELP LUNA AND POPPA  
LASSO THE SUN
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Now that Luna and poppa have lassoed the sun, help  
them put it back where it belongs.

HELP PUT THE SUN BACK  
IN THE SKY!25 by 20 orthogonal maze
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Luna and poppa have saved the sun! Color in the  
sunset for them to enjoy.

Color your own 
sunset
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Who Saved the sun?

Luna, poppa, the wind, and the animals all played a role in saving  
the sun. Describe what each group did to help.

How did the whale help save the sun?

What did the monkeys do?

How did the birds help the monkeys?

What did the wind do?
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One fateful night, the moon shines so big and so bright that it is too heavy to hold itself up 
in the sky. When it tumbles down and breaks into many glimmering pieces, Luna sees the  
whole thing. Her grandfather Poppa warns that without the moon in the sky, the oceans will 
stop moving and the earth will start to wobble. Luna and Poppa must mend it, but they may 
not be able to do it all on their own. 

The mountain is alive with creatures big and small whose watchful eyes also saw the moon 
fall. Together, can they find all the shards, stick them together, and get the moon safely back 
into the sky?

In this enchanting tale with a timeless,  folklore feel, a girl, her grandfather, and 

all the animals of the mountain hold the power to set the world right and forever 

leave their mark on the moon.

DON't miss the first book in  DON't miss the first book in  
this duologythis duology

MENDING THE MOON!MENDING THE MOON!


